We present maps of jovian cloud properties derived from images taken simultaneously by the Galileo solid state imaging system (SSI) and the near-infrared mapping spectrometer (NIMS) at 26 visible and near-infrared wavelengths, ranging from 0.41 to 5.2 µm. Three regions-the Great Red Spot (GRS), a 5-micron Hot Spot, and one of the White Ovals-were studied. We perform a principal component analysis (PCA) on the multispectral images. The principal components (PCs), also known as empirical orthogonal functions, depend only on wavelength. The first PC is that spectral function which, when multiplied by an optimally chosen number (amplitude factor) at each pixel location and subtracted from the spectrum there, minimizes the variance for the image as a whole. Succeeding PCs minimize the residual variance after the earlier PCs have been subtracted off. We find that the pixel-to-pixel variations at the different wavelengths are highly correlated, such that the first three PCs explain 91% of the variance in the spectra. Further, one can estimate the amplitudes of the first two PCs using only the four SSI wavelengths and still explain 62% of the variance of the entire spectrum. This can be an advantage when trying to classify features that are resolved in the SSI images but not in the NIMS images. The first PC in all three regions shows negative correlation between 5 µm emission and reflected solar light in both atmospheric windows and the methane and ammonia absorption bands. Thus most of the bright, optically thick clouds blocking thermal emission are also extended vertically to the upper troposphere. The first PC at the GRS shows a negative correlation between the violet and all other bands except 5 µm, for which the correlation is positive. Thus in the GRS there is a red chromophore (absorbing in the violet, reflecting at longer wavelengths) which is associated with clouds that block 5-µm emission. There is no such correlation at the hot spot and white oval regions and therefore no chromophore associated with clouds. The second PC shows a positive correlation between the depth of the methane and ammonia absorption bands and brightness at other visible and near-IR wavelengths; there is also a negative correlation between these quantities and 5-µm emission. Thus some of the bright, optically thick clouds blocking thermal emission are deep and do not extend vertically to the upper troposphere. A color image composed using the first three PCs shows areas of unusual spectra, which appear in distinct colors. An example is the small convective stormlike cloud to the northwest of the GRS. This cloud is highly reflective at long wavelengths (4 µm) and might indicate unusually large particles.
INTRODUCTION
One of the principal goals of the Galileo mission to Jupiter is to determine how the clouds are distributed in the jovian atmosphere. Knowledge of the cloud distribution is crucial for understanding atmospheric composition and motion and other processes on Jupiter. Studying clouds is especially important as they are the primary source of information about the dynamics of the jovian atmosphere. The pre-Galileo view of the clouds was based on ground-based spectral studies, polarization properties of the atmosphere (detected by the Pioneer spacecrafts), Voyager visible imaging, the Voyager infrared IRIS experiment, and other remote sensing techniques. A detailed review of these studies and the cloud structure derived from these observations can be found in West et al. (1986) ; see also Sada et al. (1996) , Satoh and Kawabata (1994) , and Beebe (1997) . The Galileo mission brings new constraints to the cloud models. Both Galileo probe in situ data (Niemann et al. 1996) and Galileo orbiter observations (Carlson et al. 1996 , Belton et al. 1996 have fueled recent development of new cloud and dynamical models , Weir et al. 1997 , Baines et al. 1999 .
We use Galileo solid state imaging (SSI) ) and near-infrared mapping spectrometer (NIMS) data (Weir et al. 1997 , Baines et al. 1999 to derive and map properties of the observed clouds at the spatial resolution of the NIMS instrument (190-380 km) . We study the regions of the Great Red Spot (GRS), the region to the south of one of the Hot Spots, and one of the White Ovals. To separate and map the strongest variation in the spectra we perform principal component analysis (PCA) on the image data. Using PCA we summarize 91% of the brightness variance from 26 spatial maps of the GRS (one map per each wavelength) into one false color map. We make a qualitative comparison and interpretation of the spectra representing parts of the GRS using this map. We show that a reconstruction of the images at NIMS wavelengths can be done using SSI images and PCA results.
This study is important because it is the first to combine high spatial resolution (22-36 km/pixel of SSI and 190-380 km/pixel of NIMS) with broad spectral coverage (26 wavelengths from 0.41 to 5.2 µm). As a result, high-resolution cloud structure is derived. The use of PCA allows us to separate parts of the regions having different spectra, reduce the noise, and separate spatial and spectral variation in the data.
We offer qualitative interpretations only. Quantitative interpretations are beyond the scope of this paper. We did some preliminary experiments using a radiative transfer model by West et al. (1986) . Although the model results are in rough agreement with our qualitative interpretation, some of the parameter dependences in the model are nonlinear. PCA is a linear least-squares analysis. Therefore it is not possible to find an exact quantitative fit to the linear PCA results. An additional modeling complication is that before modeling spatial variations in the spectra one needs to model the averaged spectrum. That is best done with a more complete spectrum, i.e., more wavelengths. Such data do exist, particularly for NIMS , but these data have limited spatial coverage. The three regions considered here are the only regions where we have SSI and NIMS data with good spatial coverage. Accordingly, instead of modeling, we concentrate here on the spatial correlations and qualitative comparison of the areas on Jupiter that are well resolved spatially.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the observational data. Section 3 describes principal component analysis. Section 4 contains PCA results and interpretation of them in terms of cloud structure. We analyze errors in Section 5. Section 6 contains the discussion of our results in terms of atmospheric motion.
THE DATA
Two instruments on the Galileo orbiter observed the Great Red Spot, the Hot Spot, and the White Oval, as well as their surroundings, in 1996-1997 on orbits G1, E4, and E6 respectively. The near-infrared mapping spectrometer mapped the areas in near-IR wavelengths ranging from 0.733 µm to 5.203 µm. Simultaneously with NIMS, the solid state imager mapped the two regions at four wavelengths (0.410, 0.727, 0.756, and 0.889 µm). For the GRS the time difference between NIMS and SSI images was approximately 15 minutes (see Table I ). During this short time the observed clouds did not move more than one NIMS pixel. For the Hot Spot and the White Oval the time differences were 20 and 12 hours respectively. Individual clouds could have moved by at most 1-2 NIMS pixels; therefore most features on NIMS and SSI images remain similar. We combined NIMS and SSI data for each region. Then we studied how the combined 26-wavelength spectrum changed from pixel to pixel. One NIMS wavelength (2.435 µm) from the GRS data set was not considered because the image shows no significant signal, and therefore it is of potential interest as an indicator of strong atmospheric absorption but is useless for our brightness distribution analysis. The Hot Spot and White Oval images were analyzed at 26 wavelengths corresponding to the GRS wavelengths, such that the PCA results can be compared for the three data sets. The images of the GRS are shown in Fig. 1 . Part of the Hot Spot image (Fig. 2) at NIMS wavelengths was shadowed by satellite Europa. This area was removed from our data analysis. Different scattering geometries of NIMS and SSI are important for the Hot Spot and White Oval data (Figs. 2 and 3 ). For the Hot Spot the phase angle is 16
• for NIMS and 56
• for SSI. For the White Oval the phase angle is 20
• for NIMS and 48
• for SSI. The White Oval images were taken close to the terminator (with an incident angle of about 60
• for both SSI and NIMS). As a result, at the White Oval, high atmospheric haze obscured the lower clouds in the wavelengths of high gaseous absorption and there is no significant brightness variation in some of the NIMS images (see Fig. 3 ). Because of that effect and because of the cloud motion due to the NIMS-SSI time separation, the results for the Hot Spot and the White Oval are more uncertain than those for the GRS. However, taking into account the uniqueness of these simultaneous observations, the Hot Spot and White Oval data are interesting to compare with the GRS results. The effects of combining images having different spatial resolution, observational noise effects, and wavelength uncertainty are discussed in Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.4.
DATA ANALYSIS

Application of PCA on the Image Data
Although PCA is a standard technique (Murtagh and Heck 1987) , each application is different. We summarize our approach below.
FIG. 1.
Combined SSI-NIMS image set for the GRS. The labels to the right of the image indicate the device that took the image (NIMS or SSI), the wavelength in µm, and the gas or solid having the absorption band at this wavelength. Spectral resolution (bandwidth) is about 0.0125 µm for λ < 1 µm and 0.025 µm for λ > 1 µm. Images at λ < 4.5 µm show the sunlight reflected from the clouds and absorbed by the atmospheric gases above the clouds. Images at λ > 4.5 µm show thermal emission from the jovian interior.
FIG. 2.
Combined SSI-NIMS image set for the hot spot. The circular area on each image is the shadow of Europa.
Consider repeated measurements (e.g., pixels) of some particular properties (e.g., brightness at different wavelengths) of a physical object. Call the number of measurements n and number of properties m. Now we can think of our data set as n data points in m-dimensional space. For the purpose of this work we consider each pixel on the 26 Galileo images as one measurement of m = 26 properties-brightnesses X p (λ) in 26 different wavelengths λ, where the index p denotes pixel. In other words, each pixel is a data point in a 26-dimensional wavelength space. For convenience we index wavelengths by l such that l = 1, 2, . . . , 26 corresponds to λ = 0.410 µm, 0.727 µm, . . . , 5.203 µm. Then X p l corresponds to X p (λ). We do not pay special attention to the mean spectrum (averaged over all pixels in the image), as our data have a more interesting aspect-spatial variation at high resolution. The mean spectra for the GRS, Hot Spot, and White Oval regions are similar (see Fig. 4 ). Some properties of the mean spectrum will be discussed in Section 4.1. We subtract the mean spectrum from each data point to get the deviation from the mean:
To treat measurements in the different wavelengths equally, deviations at each wavelength are normalized by the standard deviation σ l over the image at this wavelength. We will call this 
Another, noise-based normalization will be discussed in Section 5.3.
PCA seeks the best approximation of the data set by a few linear functions (PCs) of m wavelengths. The ith principal component can be written as a vector u 
Multiplying the first few principal components by the corresponding amplitudes A p i at the pixel p and summing, we can approximate the observed deviation from the mean at this pixel as
where (R Principal components can be understood as a set of basis vectors in m-dimensional space chosen so that the maximum pixel-to-pixel variation in the data belongs to the subspace formed by one, two, three, etc. basis vectors. The problem can be solved as an eigenvalue problem for the correlation matrix S of m deviations averaged over all image pixels (see the derivation in Murtagh and Heck (1987) , chapter 2.2.3):
It can be shown that the eigenvalue α gives the fraction of the total variance projected on the m-dimensional vector u (standard deviation along this axis). The m solutions ordered in decreasing order of α's are the principal components. In terms of the new coordinate system, the amplitude A 
Limitations of the Method
PCA gives useful results only in the case of high correlation (as in our data when the first eigenvalues are much larger than the next ones). In this case data can be meaningfully reduced to a few dimensions. PCA is a purely empirical method, and additional analysis is needed to explain the physics of the observed object.
RESULTS
PCA Results
Using PCA we found that the pixel-to-pixel variations of brightness in the different wavelengths are highly correlated.
This high correlation suggests that only a few independent spectral functions (PCs) are needed to describe most of the brightness variation. Namely, PCA for the GRS shows that 63% of the total variance is produced by the first principal component alone, 23% by the second one, and 4% by the third one. For the Hot Spot region, the corresponding percentages are 45% (PC 1 ), 17% (PC 2 ), and 6% (PC 3 ). For the White Oval the percentages are 61% (PC 1 ), 12% (PC 2 ), and 5% (PC 3 ). The lower percentages for the Hot Spot and White Oval regions are likely due to the data being noisier (see Figs. 1, 2, and 3) and therefore a larger fraction of the variance is an uncorrelated noise.
Before describing the principal components we describe some qualitative features of the spectra (Fig. 5b) . First, high reflectance (I/F) occurs in the atmospheric windows (insets I-IV in Fig. 5b) , where the absorption of the atmospheric gases above the clouds is minimal. If the area is brighter than its surroundings in the atmospheric window, it indicates a cloud that is optically thicker than its surroundings at this wavelength. Wavelengths of low reflectance are gaseous absorption bands (insets V-VII in Fig. 5b) . A considerable fraction of the solar light is absorbed above the clouds at these wavelengths. If two clouds differ in brightness in absorption bands but are equally bright in an atmospheric window, it means the darker cloud is located deeper in the atmosphere. Equivalently, the darker cloud has fewer scatterers at high altitude (less haze). However, the effects of particle size, single scattering albedo, cloud opacity, and cloud elevation are hard to distinguish with our data. As PCA shows, the data have only a few independent modes of variation. Accordingly we choose cloud elevation and opacity to interpret the data, treating these parameters as the most important ones for the reflected spectrum. Figure 6 shows the first four principal components (PC 1 , PC 2 , PC 3 , and PC 4 ) for the GRS, Hot Spot, and White Oval regions.
The reflected sunlight described by PC 1 (positive PC 1 values at λ < 4.5µm) is anticorrelated with 5-µm thermal emission (negative PC 1 values at λ > 4.5 µm). The values of nearly zero correlation mean low signal-to-noise ratio in the images at strong absorption bands, as can be seen in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The amplitude maps for PC 1 are shown in Fig. 7 . The light areas show positive coefficients for PC 1 . These are areas of high reflection and low 5-µm emission. Dark areas show low reflection and high 5-µm emission. The fact that reflected light is anticorrelated with thermal emission was extensively noted in previous studies (see West et al. 1986 , Beebe 1997 by simple comparison of the images taken in wavelengths shortward of 4.5 µm and in 5 µm. That gave rise to the idea that in some areas we see clouds reflecting sunlight and blocking 5-µm emission from the jovian interior. In other less cloudy areas, sunlight gets absorbed deep in the atmosphere and thermal emission escapes to space (see summaries in Beebe (1997) and West et al. (1986) ). According to this interpretation, the coefficient in front of PC 1 is a measure of cloudiness. Light areas on the PC 1 map are cloudier than the dark ones. Since PC 1 is positive both inside and outside of the absorption bands, the clouds cannot be confined to low altitudes. The cloud tops must be high. In the GRS region the reflectance in violet (0.41 µm) is anticorrelated with the reflectance in other wavelengths (0.72-4.5 µm), unlike in the Hot Spot and White Oval regions where reflectances in all wavelengths are correlated. This difference in PC 1 demonstrates the color difference between the GRS and other (Hot Spot and White Oval) regions. In the GRS a violet absorber is present where the cloud is optically thick and high (e.g., inside the GRS). In the Hot Spot and White Oval regions no violet absorber is associated with the cloud features.
PC 2 (Fig. 6) shows a correlation between 5-µm thermal emission and brightness in absorption bands and an anticorrelation between 5-µm thermal emission and brightness in atmospheric windows. The PC 2 map is shown in Fig. 8 . A positive coefficient A p 2 in front of PC 2 can be interpreted as a low-altitude (dark in absorption bands) cloud (bright in atmospheric windows) blocking thermal emission. The upper tropospheric haze (West et al. 1986 ) has little effect in the atmospheric windows because it is optically thin, but it has a large effect in the gaseous absorption bands because it scatters light that would otherwise be absorbed. Therefore PC 2 describes an anticorrelation between opacity in the upper tropospheric haze and that of the low cloud, since the brightness in absorption bands is anticorrelated with brightness in atmospheric windows. To block 5-µm emission, the low clouds should be optically thick in these wavelengths and therefore have relatively large cloud particles (on the order of few microns or larger).
We do not interpret higher order PCs. Even though they show important correlations in the data, the corresponding A p i are small and therefore the amplitudes of these variations are small. Mathematical orthogonality of PCs does not imply that corresponding cloud properties are independent. Therefore it is hard to interpret the higher order PCs independently from the first ones. Another reason not to interpret the higher order PCs is that detection of them is not so robust as for the first PCs (see Fig. 6 and Sections 4.2, 5.1, and 5.2).
Maps for the first three PCs for the GRS are combined into a color map shown in Fig. 5a . Since it "explains" 91% of the variance, this color map is a convenient way of looking at the data at all 26 wavelengths. Instead of representing particular wavelengths, each color shows the spatial distribution of the correlated amplitude deviation in 26 wavelengths. It allows one to view, as different colors, spectrally different areas from all 26 maps. Areas shown by different colors in the map (Fig. 5a ) have substantially different spectra (Fig. 5b) . Similarly colored areas have similar spectra.
Descriptions of the particular areas, the corresponding spectra, and their interpretation are given below.
Area a (red in Fig. 5 ) represents the interior of the GRS and is brighter than the average in reflected light (both atmospheric windows and absorption bands) and is darker than the average in 5-µm emission. It is usually interpreted as a thick, high, reflecting cloud containing large particles and blocking 5-µm emission from below. On top of this cloud an optically thick haze provides reflection in absorption bands.
Area b (dark blue in Fig. 5 ) is dark in atmospheric windows (I-IV) and bright at 5 µm. That suggests that the main cloud is optically thin. Surprisingly enough, area b is bright relative to area c in deep absorption bands (V-VII). Deep absorption bands display high-altitude clouds. That supports the idea that above the optically thin clouds in the troposphere (area b) there is a stratospheric and upper tropospheric haze, and it is optically thicker than the haze at area c.
Area c (green in Fig. 5 ) shows an optically thick cloud (it is almost as bright in atmospheric windows as the GRS, and it blocks 5-µm emission). The cloud is located deep relative to the other areas (it is dark in absorption bands).
Area d (light blue in Fig. 5 ) indicates two small-scale bright clouds to the northwest of the GRS. Also, a similarly colored area can be observed at the east edge of the GRS. What makes area d special? As can be clearly seen in Fig. 1, area d is the brightest spot in the 4.018-µm image. Figure 5b shows the same thing: At 4.018 µm, area d is brighter (higher I/F) than any other area. In most of the other wavelengths area d is not very different from the average (see light blue line d in insets II-VII). This unusual spectrum cannot be explained by the two parameters (cloud opacity and elevation) that we were using above. We can think of five different mechanisms that can explain the unusual spectrum of area d.
One explanation is that area d is the brightest in 4.018 µm because area d is the highest cloud. In other areas (for example at the center of the GRS) clouds are lower and therefore shadowed by the gas absorption above. If that is true, curve d must be the brightest in all gaseous absorption bands (see insets V-VII in The second explanation is that 4.018-µm absorption is due to some gas other than the ones absorbing in other wavelengths. Then the unusually low mixing ratio of this gas above the clouds in area d can make it bright. However, most of the absorption at 4.018 µm is likely to be due to CH 4 gas (see RoosSerote et al. 1998) . Therefore this explanation also seems unlikely.
The third explanation is that the unusual brightness in area d can be due to the thermal emission instead of reflected sunlight (see Roos-Serote et al. 1998 ). The problem is that area d is not bright at 4.8, 4.9, or 5.2 µm, which are the thermal emission wavelengths.
The fourth explanation involves particulate absorption. Assume that the cloud particles in all other areas except area d have a 4.018-µm absorber, but area d does not. Then area d will be a bright spot in the 4.018-µm image. Although this explanation can be true, the absorber has not been identified.
The last explanation is that the particles in the cloud are large. Assuming Mie scattering (see Goody and Yung 1989 or Hansen and Travis 1974) , a 5-µm particle would be about 10 times more efficient in scattering at this wavelength than a 1-µm particle. The cloud in area d with 5-µm particles surrounded by clouds with 1-µm particles would stand out more at the longer wavelength. This size range is consistent with other studies (see Rossow 1978 , West et al. 1986 ). The large-particle hypothesis is easy to explain dynamically. The precipitation time to fall 1 scale height is ∼years for 1-µm particles and is ∼weeks for 5-µm particles (see Rossow 1978) . Therefore it is likely that a high population of large particles would not survive in the slow-mixing regions, but they would survive in the fast-mixing regions-the convective updrafts. Other data (Belton et al. 1996 suggest that area d is a convective region.
PCA for the Different Regions
The GRS is an unusual region on Jupiter. PCA reveals properties of the whole region studied but not necessarily properties of the parts of this region. To see if the principal components represent global properties on Jupiter we performed PCA on different areas. First, we used parts of the GRS image. Also, we studied the Hot Spot and White Oval data sets (see comparison in Section 4.1). As a general rule, in the GRS, PC 1 remains the same within 20-30% uncertainty if the analyzed area had any contrast in all wavelengths and included the 5-µm emission area. An exception is the anticorrelation of violet reflectance with reflectance in other wavelengths (see Fig. 6 for the GRS where PC 1 is negative at λ = 0.41 µm). This anticorrelation shows up only at the GRS and dark collar around it; it does not show up either in other parts of the GRS region or in other (Hot Spot and White Oval) regions. PC 2 also remained similar (30-40% uncertainty) with the exception of the violet wavelength. This suggests a local distribution of the chromophore over the GRS. Higher order principal components do not show much resemblance and therefore do not represent homogeneously distributed properties that can be found in every part of the studied regions. That was one of the reasons to consider only PC 1 and PC 2 for the interpretation.
Reconstruction of the NIMS Images Using SSI Maps
The high correlation between the NIMS and SSI data suggests that SSI might serve as a proxy for all the NIMS data; in other words we may ask, what fraction of the variance in SSI-NIMS data can be reconstructed using only SSI images and PCs calculated for 26 wavelengths? This reconstruction is important because the SSI images have better resolution. If correlations at the small scale are similar to the large-scale correlations, our reconstruction does approximate NIMS images with high resolution. Unfortunately it is not possible to check without having 30 km/pixel (SSI) resolution images at the NIMS wavelengths.
Before the reconstruction, we perform a separate PCA on the SSI data set and get four principal components in four SSI wavelengths PC
SS I i
, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the order of SSIonly principal components. Then we compare PC
with the fragments of PC i taken in SSI wavelengths (see Fig. 9 ).
The first two PCs show similar correlations but the third and fourth look different. This suggests that probably only the first two PCs will be useful for the reconstruction. After our attempt to use three or four PCs instead of only two, the accuracy of the reconstruction became substantially worse. Accordingly, the following discussion will concern the reconstruction by only two PCs, such that q = 2.
To reconstruct images in different wavelengths we use the same idea as for the PCA reconstruction by first q principal components PC i ≡ u 
where l = 1, 2, 4, 6, which are the wavelength indices corresponding to the four SSI wavelengths. The results of the reconstruction for all NIMS-SSI wavelengths and the corresponding data images can be seen in Fig. 10 . The reconstructed images (left images in the pair) and the data images (right images in the pair) are scaled by the brightness range for the best contrast. That allows one to see the similarity in the geometric patterns, but not the reconstructed amplitude. The geometric patterns of the NIMS images are reconstructed well even for the 5-µm images. To quantitatively estimate the reconstruction quality in terms of amplitude, we subtracted our reconstruction from the data, obtaining residual imagesR
. Then for every wavelength we calculated the variance in the residual images as a fraction of the data variance. The rest of the variance V l is explained by the reconstruction.
The values of the fractional explained variance V l for different wavelengths are shown in Fig. 10 . This reconstruction using the first two PCs and 4 out of the 26 images explains V = 62% (V is a V l averaged over wavelengths) of the total variance in the data set (recall that the first two PCs explain 86% of the variance when the amplitudes are computed from the 26 wavelengths).
FIG. 10.
Images of the GRS in SSI and NIMS wavelengths reconstructed using PC 1 , PC 2 , and four SSI images (images at the left) compared to the data (images at the right). The corresponding wavelengths and percentages of the explained variance V l are shown to the right of the two images.
ERROR ANALYSIS
Spatial Resolution Effects
The data set for the PCA should be homogeneous-or for our case images in all wavelengths should have the same spatial resolution. However, the SSI resolution is roughly 10 times better than that of NIMS. To get the same resolution for the images in all wavelength we tried two methods:
1. interpolating the NIMS images at the SSI geometrical points, i.e., getting "high-resolution" NIMS images to put together with SSI and 2. averaging SSI pixels in a 10 × 10 area corresponding to the NIMS pixel to get low-resolution images for SSI wavelengths.
We compared the PCA results for both methods for the GRS and also tried the case when the resolution was 10 times less than that of NIMS to see the spatial-resolution effect. The first few principal components were almost exactly the same for cases 1 and 2 above. Namely, the difference of the principal components is less than 0.1%, 0.15%, 0.5%, and 2% for first, second, third, and fourth PCs respectively (the difference is evaluated at the wavelength where it is greatest and is normalized by the peakto-trough amplitude of the PC). For a very coarse resolution (10 times NIMS) first principal components are still very similar to the ones for SSI resolution (with differences of less than 2%, 2%, 15%, 20%). The similarity in principal components for different spatial resolutions suggests that the PCs display large-scale features rather than small-scale cloud variations.
Observational Noise Effect
The brightnesses in different wavelengths are subject to observational noise (thermal, instrumental, cosmic-ray-induced, etc.) . It is different for different wavelengths. In SSI images it is roughly the digitization level (the noise is on the order of 1 data number (DN), while the signal approaches 255 DN). For NIMS the gain for the detectors is the same for all wavelengths (see Carlson et al. 1992) . The detector noise is a few percent of 256 DN, which is a maximum signal level. The actual signal level changes from wavelength to wavelength giving different signalto-noise ratios (see Fig. 11 ). To study the sensitivity of PCA to observational noise, we tested the response to random noise added to the GRS data. Emulation of realistic detector noise (which has a standard deviation of 5 DN in each detector) gave an agreement of PC 1 within 3% at λ < 4 µm and within 16% at 4-5 µm; PC 2 gave agreement within 3% everywhere; both PC 3 and PC 4 gave agreement within 25%. PC 5 and higher order PCs varied substantially at different realizations of random noise. Therefore only the first four PCs are robust in representing the atmospheric properties at the GRS.
Noise-Based Normalization
To check the stability of our results, instead of normalizing each wavelength by its standard deviation (see Section 3.1), we   FIG. 11 . Signal-to-noise ratio for the GRS at different wavelengths used for the noise-based normalization. The detector noise is assumed to be 5 DN.
normalized by the observational noise (Fig. 11) . As a result, the amplitudes of the data images differ by an order of magnitude at different wavelengths. The resulting PCs are similar to the ones obtained in PCA with the standard normalization (see the case of the GRS in Fig. 12 ).
FIG. 12.
First four principal components for the GRS calculated using standard normalization (solid lines) and noise-based normalization (dashed lines). Percentages of the explained variance for the noise-based normalization are similar to ones for the standard normalization. The comparison is given in Table II .
Wavelength Uncertainty
The wavelength calibration of NIMS images (see Carlson et al. 1992) changes during the mission. The wavelength shift during orbit is estimated to be on the order of 50Å (0.005 µm), which is tens of percents of detector bandwidth. The PCA results do not include wavelength calibration and do not depend on the exact wavelength value. The wavelength shift also is too small to be important when we have to decide if the wavelength belongs to the absorption band.
DISCUSSION
The PC 1 map (Fig. 7) shows increased optical thickness and increased elevation of the cloud inside the GRS and White Oval (see Section 4.1). This result is consistent with other studies performed on the parts of the same data set. It agrees with the cloud structure derived for the GRS by Weir et al. (1997) using a point-by-point fit to the NIMS maps in four near-infrared wavelengths. In their results the middle of the GRS is elevated and cloudy above 0.6 bars, which is about the NH 3 condensation level assuming solar NH 3 mixing ratio. Banfield et al.'s (1998) conclusions are based on fits to the SSI images in three wavelengths with varying observational geometry. These results show the same increases in optical depth and cloud elevation over the GRS and decrease in the collar around it. The small clouds to the northwest of the GRS (our area d in Fig. 5 ) were interpreted by Banfield et al. (1998) to be extremely optically thick and high (optical depth > 20 at 400 mbar). Our results agree with that and in addition suggest the presence of large particles (see Section 4.1), implying unusually strong precipitation. Comparison with Banfield et al.'s (1998) model is especially important as we used the same data but combined them with NIMS images.
According to West et al. (1986) , an optically thick cloud near the NH 3 condensation level should contain large NH 3 -ice particles (3-100 µm) snowing down to the equilibrium condensation level where they sublimate. NH 3 gas is highly depleted in the cloud by precipitation. To support optical thickness of the cloud, there should be a source of fresh NH 3 at the cloud level. There are two mechanisms to bring NH 3 to the cloud from the lower levels: a large-scale updraft and turbulence. It is likely that both mechanisms work together. Both the updraft and increased turbulence would elevate the upper boundary of the cloud by bringing NH 3 to higher altitudes. We interpret PC 1 as a measure of cloud optical thickness correlated with the cloud elevation (see Section 4.1) Therefore, the positive values on the PC 1 map can be interpreted as an updraft and/or an increase in turbulence at least as high as the NH 3 condensation level.
The PC 2 map in Fig. 8 shows an anticorrelation between the high tropospheric haze and the low 5-µm absorbing cloud. This anticorrelation dominates where the PC 1 amplitude is small and the PC 2 amplitude is large. It cannot be explained by the updraft or downdraft continuing through troposphere to stratosphere. According to West et al. (1986) the haze is likely to be composed of 1-µm-size particles. The lifetime of these particles against precipitation is of the order of years (Rossow 1978) , and a high optical depth can be supported by rather gentle mixing in the atmosphere. A possible explanation for an anticorrelation between stratospheric haze and the cloud in the lower levels is that the air descends at high altitude and ascends at low altitude, and vice versa. Inferences based on lightning observations (Ingersoll et al. 2000) seem to bear this out.
